
Compuprint Mobile Printing Router Ai 5

Wireless printing with mobile 
devices like smartphones, 
tablets, and notebooks on 
Compuprint impact and 
non-impact printers

Your employees use mobile communication or data capturing devices like smartphones and tablets and 
shall be put in a position to print in all subsidaries without being obliged to log into the particular local 
network?

You would like to offer visitors and guests the comfort to print just updated documents or any information 
they need for a conference at a push of a button without looking for getting a helping hand on using the 
company network or getting connected to a local printer?

As a carrier you would like your drivers getting enabled to print on the move updated pick up orders 
which you have sent on air at their mobile data capturing device? Your advantage are reduced empty 
trips, an increased productivity and satisfied customers due to your optimal short reactiontime.

All these opportunities offer the Mobile Printing Router Ai 5 from Compuprint. As a WLAN-router it re-
ceives the print data from mobile devices which support printing and transfers them into the fitting printer 
language before sending them by ethernet or USB to the chosen printer. Both the AirPrint function from 
Apple and the printing function of Android are supported. 
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Compuprint Mobile Printing Router Ai 5 

T  echnical Data                                                                                                                                                                                     

supported operating systems + Apple iOS 5.0 or higher
+ Android 5.0 or higher

supported data formats PDF, JPG, PNG, TXT and HTML
Interfaces + 1 Ethernet 10/100 Base T

+ 4 USB (only one printer can be active at any time)
LED + Power 

+ wireless active
+ Ethernet LED on the rear

Memory 1 GB
CPU ARM Cortex-A53  (Raspberry Pi 3)

Antennas Broadcom BCM43143, 2,4 GHz, Bluetooth 4.1 Low Energy
Operating Range limited to 6 m
Power Consumption < 4 W
WLAN Standards 802.11b, 802.11g  and 802.11n
Dimensions Width: 7,1 cm, Depth: 9,5 cm, Height: 2,8 cm
Weight 92 g

Mobile printing can become so easy: 

1. Connect your MPR Ai 5 to your Compuprint printer and switch both of them on.
2. Connect your smartphone or your tablet with the wireless network of the MPR.
3. On using Android be sure to have activated the Google Cloud app under Settings =>
Printing

Now you are ready to print your desired document. 

Plug & Play or Full Flexibility?

We leave it to you, whether you need a plug&play solution for your Compuprint
SP40plus printer or whether you are looking for the flexibility to connect to your MPR
Ai 5 any printer you want. Choose the model which meets your needs. 
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Compuprint Mobile Printing Router - full flexibility MPRAi5

Compuprint Mobilie Printing Router for SP40plus MPRAi5-SP
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